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Part 4: Technology Innovation Matters
4.1

Industry 4.0 in pharma: demystifying the techno-jargon
and focusing on the ‘Why?’.
Exploring the evolving digital landscape supporting Quality Risk Management
and Knowledge Management in product realisation
Barry Heavy, Director Life Science Practice, Accenture

1.

An industry coping with increasing complexity

The global pharmaceutical industry faces a growing complexity challenge as a greater proportion of the
industry portfolio migrates to more complex drugs and drug-device combinations. The growth in complexity
can be quite simply illustrated by the fact that the best-selling drug in 2007 – Lipitor - contained 33 carbon
atoms1 and was formulated in simple tablet form, whereas the best-selling drug today – Humira- containing
6624 carbon atoms2, is formulated in a sterile liquid form and is typically delivered by a complex autoinjector
designed to help patients with arthritis to easily self-administer. In addition to the fact that a large proportion
of new drugs are in the higher complexity category, these new drugs are also emerging from research and
development at a faster pace, with cancer research being an area where new drugs are regularly fast-tracked
to approval based on their impressive results in trials3 . This means that companies have less time to develop
manufacturing processes for drugs that are increasingly complex.
Drugs are also increasingly targeted at smaller patient populations and are highly potent, so do not need to
be made in large quantities. This can result in many facilities becoming multi-product production sites, with
a variety of small-batch-size processes, diverse recipes and technology platforms, and flexible equipment
trains.
An extreme example that encapsulates all of the above is the emergence of cell therapy such as CAR-T cells.
These therapies are extremely complex in that they are made with living cells which have been genetically
modified. They have emerged extremely rapidly in recent years from academic research in the University of
Pennsylvania in 20114 to FDA approval in 20175. Furthermore, they are the ultimate example of low volume,
high mix production, with each batch being made for an individual patient. This creates enormous complexity
for manufacturing, quality control and supply chain.
With the growing importance of biologic drugs comes the growing importance of the parenteral route of
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administration to avoid digestion of these complex biologic drugs in the GI tract. This in turn creates an
increased focus on the drug-device combination to make it easier to administer the drug parenterally. Savings
can be made in healthcare costs by moving administration to the patient’s home rather than in the infusion
centre by utilising advances in formulation and easy-to-use devices like pen injectors, autoinjectors and
patch-pumps. When a device is being utilised it also opens up possibilities to move to smart devices that
contain microelectronics and communications systems to monitor the use and condition of the device, and to
provide support to the patient or care provider through connectivity to apps. Such technology and app-based
services wrapped around the drug can differentiate a treatment in the marketplace by providing a better
experience to the patient/carer but it, in turn, brings additional complexity to the supply chain. Now the
company is responsible for both complex drugs and for complex devices which are often based on technology
such as embedded software, sensors etc. with which they may have limited experience.
Finally, the outsourcing of aspects of manufacturing and quality testing remains important in the industry but
also brings complexity. There exists a significant amount of spare capacity in the industry in traditional API
and solid oral dose production, with few new sites being built in the US and Europe in the last decade, and
with many existing sites in Europe and US being acquired by contract manufacturing organisations (CMO).
This has created a buyers’ market for Pharma companies in accessing CMO capacity for API and solid oral
dose but companies must navigate carefully in choosing the correct CMO partner in this space as the CMOs
active in this area are under enormous competitive pressure, which in turn can create risk. In contrast, in the
biologics manufacturing space, there are only a few established contract manufacturers with a track record
and capacity for biologics production. This creates a sellers’ market where pharma clients have less choice
and face significant costs in engaging CMOs.
This increased complexity has played a significant role in driving Pharma 4.0, as illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1
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2.

Why Go Digital and embrace industry 4.0?

The recently retired FDA commissioner Scott Gottlieb issued a statement about novel treatments like cell and
gene therapy saying that “some of the more challenging questions… relate to product manufacturing and
quality...”6. The increasing complexity faced by the industry as outlined above is why old, analogue methods
for managing data, risk and knowledge in manufacturing are becoming untenable. A digital architecture can
help to ensure that companies and their diverse manufacturing sites are able to cope with moving from a high
volume, low mix production, to a low volume, high mix paradigm.
Pharma companies have already embraced digital in other disciplines such as R&D and commercial realms,
but manufacturing and quality have been somewhat slower to adopt digital. Companies have been embracing
digitalisation for decades as they dealt with more complex data in R&D. The term Bioinformatics was already
used widely in drug discovery and clinical research circles in the 1990s as companies started to grapple with
the complexity of data from genomics, proteomics and transcriptomics and medical imaging research. Today
we see drug discovery arms of pharma companies on the cutting edge of digital with Biogen investing in
quantum computing to help give them a competitive edge in drug discovery 7. By comparison, manufacturing
is underinvested in digitalisation despite being downstream of the fruits of the digitalisation trend in R&D:
new drugs are emerging faster from R&D in part because of R&D’s ability to utilise richer datasets and
make faster decisions about more complex treatment modalities for more precisely defined disease states.
Manufacturing runs the risk of becoming a bottleneck for innovation if it struggles to cope with this new
complexity and speed due to underinvestment in digital.

3.

Is Industry 4.0 just a marketing buzzword? Isn’t the Pharma industry
already doing this?

Industry 4.0 is a term that has come strongly into vogue in recent years. The concept emerged from a German
government strategy paper in 2010 called “High Tech Strategy 2020”8 which led German industry groups to
establish “Plattform industrie 4.0” in 20139. This group defined industry 4.0 quite succinctly as “intelligent
networking of machines and processes for industry with the help of information and communication
technology”. The concept of a 4th industrial revolution was based on the concept that Industry 1.0 was based
on mechanisation through steam power, Industry 2.0 utilised electrification, Industry 3.0 saw the introduction
of computer control systems and robotics into manufacturing. But the vision for Industry 4.0 would see a
genuine new “step-change”, a move from “islands of automation” in the factory to fully connected systems
– effectively “joining the dots” in the data landscape. It is possible to use lots of additional buzzwords to
describe this such as internet of things, cyberphysical interfaces and internet of systems. But irrespective of
6

https://www.fda.gov/newsevents/newsroom/pressannouncements/ucm613026.htm
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https://pharmaphorum.com/news/biogen-quantum-drug-development/
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how one collects and connects data, the basic concept is that as data flows across the system and the network
of sites, the potential for using data analytics or machine learning to drive optimisation and risk mitigation
would increase.
Operational technology such as automation and distributed control systems have already been well established
in the pharma manufacturing space, and there was an enormous push to utilise process analytical technology
(PAT) in the last decade to gather more data on what was happening in reactor vessels in real-time. But
despite this investment, there is an argument that the pharma industry is firmly in an industry 3.0 era and
has not fully joined the dots between different data silos to truly unlock the value of the data they gather
and convert it into insights and knowledge. Industry 3.0 may have served the pharma industry well for the
past decades but there is an argument that it will be insufficient to help companies deal effectively with the
complexity challenge outlined in the previous section.
So, whether one embraces the Industry 4.0 terminology or not, the concept of connecting the dots between
data sources is compelling when faced with increased complexity. Some of the issues with the current state
of play in the pharma industry include the following:

58

•

Automation systems in plants are often run as islands and are not connected to each other and
paper still dominates in many plants

•

IT systems like MES can be used to connect up the islands of automation but are often only partially
deployed in a site (e.g. may only support weigh and dispense, rather than a full Electronic batch
record) or only partially across a network (some sites electronic, different sites using different
systems, other sites still on paper).

•

Related IT systems which should ideally work in concert to support insight generation are often
poorly connected. For example, systems covering manufacturing data (MES, historian) are often
poorly connected to systems covering quality (QMS) and QC (LIMS, CDS). This siloed nature of IT
systems could be in part reflecting the siloed nature of teams in manufacturing, and quality/QC in
many sites.

•

Data and insights gathering systems used in process development (lab notebooks: analogue or
electronic) and manufacturing (MES, LIMS) are often poorly connected, limiting the ability to share
insights and knowledge between the R&D and manufacturing/quality teams over time.

•

Data from different sites and systems may the pumped into a data lake, but companies may not be
investing sufficiently in the engineering of the data to retain key elements of the data context – this
may hinder the ability to align key datasets and to surface insights quickly.

•

Manufacturing and quality teams may struggle to make a sufficiently compelling business case
for investing in digitalisation when competing for limited resources with colleagues in R&D or
commercial. The argument that “data science will help discover better drugs or drive higher
sales” may appear (on the surface) to be more compelling than “data science may lower risk in
manufacturing & quality”. This dynamic around investing to mitigate risk can change when the
company or industry observes a significant risk being realised (such as recent challenges observed
in some sterile manufacturing sites) but it is incumbent on the stakeholders to make a more
compelling case to invest “ahead of the curve”.
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•

The industry continues to need humans in the loop to run production. As batch sizes get smaller, the
mix of products greater and the emergence of new products coming through the pipeline quicker,
companies are moving to so-called factory-of-the-future technology such as single use systems.
In this type of factory-of-the-future the human is still as important as ever: there are limitations
to the use of highly customised, and hence sometimes inflexible, automation in a flexible factory.
Operators working manually with single use systems and mobile skids provide more flexibility
and agility. Humans working in the factory-of-the-future or a QC lab-of-the-future now regularly
encounter IT systems and human-machine interfaces that are significantly less advanced and less
agile than the technology they use in their everyday lives.

Best-of-breed MES and LIMS systems can help connect up different islands of automation and lab
instrumentation and link this to core enterprise-wide IT systems like ERP. These tools can also help augment
the worker who interacts with these systems. Batch records can be compiled electronically rather than on
paper, enabling rapid review-by-exception and the worker is guided through a step-by-step process for batch
execution, minimising the potential for error. Furthermore, novel user interfaces such as mobile interfaces
and assisted or augmented reality and voice-interaction with the MES & LIMS system are now being trialled by
companies. Figure 2 explores some of the key drivers for the development of robust Knowledge Management
systems.

Figure 2
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4.

Connecting the dots between IT systems and unleashing Data Analytics

MES is used to create an electronic batch record of all the steps performed in the manufacturing process.
Along with the historian system it can gather data on critical process parameters (CPPs). Lab information
management systems (LIMS) are used to record the laboratory data on raw materials used, on process
samples and on final product produced. It can provide data on critical process parameters (CPAs). QMS
systems support and record the application of quality principles systematically to various business processes.
Ultimately these manufacturing and QA/QC data sets must be combined for audit, but these data can also
be combined and analysed to create value: How are CQAs influenced by CPPs? What deviations are arising
repeatedly and how might this be addressed?
Advanced analytics between these data sets can surface insights, correlations and trends that may be
important for manufacturers to fully understand how their process is performing over time, to identify root
cause for problems, to improve productivity/ robustness in a data-driven way, and to mitigate risk of batch
failure or a delay in batch release. For products which can be life-saving for patients and have multi-billion
dollar annual sales, these data-driven insights are vital.
Accenture has been acquiring boutique companies who specialise in some of these systems because we see
the importance of digitalisation in these areas and the value of connecting the dots between these systems.
In 2017 Accenture acquired the US company LabAnswer who specialise in LIMS and other IT systems in
Quality such as Quality management systems (QMS), Chromatography Data Systems (CDS), Electronic Lab
Notebooks (ELN) etc. In March 2019 Accenture acquired the Irish company Enterprise Systems Partner (ESP)
who share many similarities with LabAnswer, but who specialised in MES system integration in pharma.
The MES market was valued at $7.6bn in 2015 and is estimated to be reach $18.2 billion by 2022 10. Life
sciences is a key subsector within the MES market: the high level of regulatory focus on production of high
quality and consistent medicines means that precision and robust record keeping in manufacturing is vitally
important. ESP also diversified into supporting pharma companies in implementing serialisation, i.e. the
ability to track and trace all product manufactured, in order to lower the risk of counterfeit medicines entering
the marketplace.

Accenture sees huge synergies between LabAnswer and ESP and with our capability in

Accenture Digital, where we have deep expertise in data engineering and data science, as well as technology
such as machine vision, AR/VR and artificial intelligence which can be layered on top of core manufacturing
and quality IT systems, see Figure 3 opposite.

10
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Figure 3

5.

Where to next? Digitally-enabled collaboration between manufacturing and R&D?

As research accelerates in life sciences, 11 Accenture sees a need for pharma companies to break down the
silos between their R&D and manufacturing/QC teams. There is a need for more integrated systems to
support collaboration across different teams, different geographies and across the lifecycle of a product. A
connected architecture of data gathering systems is the digital thread that supports knowledge development,
management and sharing between R&D, manufacturing, quality and supply chain, between biochemists,
chemical engineers and data scientists, and between internal and external workforces.
Other R&D intensive industries such as the aerospace and automotive industry have well-established tools
for supporting this kind of collaboration and knowledge sharing across teams, geographies and time. Product
Lifecycle Management (PLM) software is commonly used as an enterprise level tool to support this imperative.
PLM tools have been commonly deployed in the discrete manufacturing industry where the product is
designed and the computer aided design (CAD) file is central. With these tools the design assumptions and
early testing data can be handed off to manufacturing and manufacturing teams can provide data-driven,
evidence-based input on challenges they foresee or have faced with production/QC of this product or similar
products. Thereby the teams can work cohesively to address problems/risks quickly, or even before they
arise.

11

https://www.bmj.com/content/351/bmj.h4633
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In pharma the drug is discovered, not designed. But the process is designed, the recipe is optimised and
the process can evolve over time. The phrase the “process is the product” became popular in the industry
especially as more biologics emerged and industry stakeholders including innovator companies, generic
companies, regulators and academia, debated the risks associated with biosimilar versions of off-patent
biologics. The issue at stake was that a slightly different process used by the biosimilar manufacturer might
result in some fundamental changes to the product, such as post-translational modifications which might
alter the efficacy and/or safety of the biosimilar vis-à-vis the reference drug. This risk is higher in mammaliancell produced biosimilars because of their increased complexity and post translational modifications.
However, this same risk of a change to the product also faces the innovator companies every time they make
a change to the process, such as during scale up, tech transfer or in attempts to intensify the process (e.g.
boost grams per litre), a desire to remove undesirable raw materials (e.g. eliminate dependence on serum) or
a desire to switch to a new technology (e.g. embrace single use systems or improved chromatography resins).
The very long clinical trial process, averaging 10 years, that was the norm in the industry meant that process
development team had longer to optimise and understand the process before making their CMC filing.
However, now, with compressed timeframes, and with new modalities like bispecific antibodies, antibody
drug conjugates and cell & gene therapy, the time to design and test the process is shorter. This will likely
often lead to companies having to settle on a suboptimal process at launch with significant need for further
optimisation/redesign over time. The need for collaboration between manufacturing, quality and process
development teams will become more important.
For these reasons I believe it is vital for manufacturing and quality leadership in pharma to start reassessing
their operating model and to explore new ways to foster collaboration and knowledge sharing with colleagues
in R&D. New tools that can enable this collaboration and lower the risks associated with analogue knowledge
transfer will be hugely valuable, but only if they are embraced by the key stakeholders, and designed specifically
to solve their particular problems.
Figure 4 illustrates how the digital thread should be applied across the product lifecycle and Figure 5 shows
the importance of appropriate Knowledge Management for data gathered.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

6.

Summary

This article was written to support a discussion on Quality Risk Management and Knowledge Management in
Product Realisation. I have tried to outline that the industry is facing a complexity challenge with increased
potential for variability and, in-turn, increased potential for risk around inconsistent quality.
Accenture’s consultancy work in the pharma industry is heavily focused on how the deployment of technology,
combined with business process change, can help companies to deal with the challenges they face. Hence, I
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have tried to illustrate how other parts of the pharma industry, such as R&D, have embraced digital tools to
capture, curate and analyse data on complex topics, manage knowledge across silos (discovery and clinical)
and geographies and mitigate risk in drug discovery and clinical development.
I have discussed my views on how the manufacturing and quality groups have some gaps in their adoption
of digital tools compared to their peers in R&D. I have tried to outline how best-of-breed IT systems can
augment the worker and help lower the risk of human error in manufacturing.
Most importantly I have discussed how connecting the dots between IT systems and data silos, and
utilising analytics, can help to surface important insights that will reduce risk and contribute to knowledge
development, curation and sharing.
Finally, I have discussed how other R&D-intensive industries have used IT tools to support collaboration
between teams in R&D, manufacturing and quality, and made a case for the pharma industry to start to
explore utilisation of these tools combined with organisational change to break down the internal silos and
to address the challenges and opportunities ahead.
The pace of change in understanding disease and in developing new drugs and new therapeutic modalities
has never been faster. Process development, manufacturing and quality are increasingly on the critical path
for bringing these new treatments to patients safely and cost effectively. In parallel the global manufacturing
industry is in the midst of the 4th industrial revolution, with high tech industries like aerospace, automotive
and microelectronics leading the way. The interface of these two megatrends is an exciting place to be.
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4.2

The Role of Smart Manufacturing in enabling QRM & KM to realise safer
and more affordable products for patients in the 21st Century
Luke Kiernan, Technical Services Director, Innopharma Labs

1.

Introduction

For centuries all goods were manufactured by hand in cottage industries or with the help of work animals
in the fields. By the beginning of the 19th century though, manufacturing began to change dramatically with
the first industrial revolution or Industry 1.0. Operations have rapidly evolved through further industrial
revolutions 2.0 and 3.0 to the current revolution or Industry 4.0. as illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Industry 1.0 to Industry 4.0

Industry 1.0
From the invention of the first mechanical loom in 1784 and into the 1800s water-powered and steampowered machines were developed to aid workers. As production capabilities increased, business also
grew from individual cottage owners taking care of their own needs and those in their immediate locality to
organisations with owners, managers and employees serving customers.
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Industry 2.0
By the end of the 1800s electricity became the primary source of power. It was easier to use than water
and steam, and it enabled businesses to concentrate power sources to individual machines. This made the
use of assembly lines possible. The first electric assembly line was built in 1870. Assembly lines increased
the efficiency and effectiveness of manufacturing facilities. Mass production of goods using assembly lines
became commonplace. Industry further evolved with the concept of just-in-time and lean manufacturing
principles, which further refined the way in which manufacturing companies could improve their quality and
output.

Industry 3.0
In the last few decades of the 20th century, the invention of electronics and information technologies
made it possible to further automate individual machines and thus to automate manufacturing processes.
Technologies such as Ethernet connectivity, sensors, embedded intelligence, software solutions such as
MES (manufacturing execution systems) and SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition), and even
data analytics, have all evolved during the third industrial revolution. Integrated systems, such as material
requirements planning, were superseded by enterprise resources planning tools that enabled humans to
plan, schedule and track product flows through the factory.

Industry 4.0
In the 21st century Industry 4.0 connects the industrial internet of things (IIOT) with manufacturing techniques
to enable systems to share information, analyse it and use it to guide intelligent actions. It also incorporates
cutting-edge technologies including additive manufacturing, robotics, artificial intelligence and other
cognitive technologies, advanced materials, and augmented reality, according to the article ‘Industry 4.0 and
Manufacturing Ecosystems’ by Deloitte University Press.
The Boston Consulting group has taken the concept further by identifying nine different pillars on which
the foundation of Industry 4.0 is built, as illustrated in Figure 2 opposite. Advanced digital technology is
already used in manufacturing, but with Industry 4.0, it will transform production. It will lead to greater
efficiencies and change traditional production relationships among suppliers, producers, and customers, as
well as between human and machine.
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Figure 2: Industry 4.0, nine pillars

The development of new technology has been a primary driver of the movement to Industry 4.0. Some of
the programmes first developed during the later stages of the 20th century, such as manufacturing execution
systems, shop floor control and product life cycle management, were far-sighted concepts that lacked the
technology needed to make their complete implementation possible. Now, Industry 4.0 can help these
programmes reach their full potential.

The Evolution from 3.0 to 4.0
The transition from Industry 3.0 to 4.0 has been more of an evolution than a revolution with incremental
increases in machines capability, complexity and control being achieved over time as again illustrated in
Figure 3. The journey has taken industry from basic SCADA controlled machines, to greater use of the data
generated, to ultimately turning the data into knowledge and subsequent control. New and better sensors
have been developed, facilitating the journey.
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Figure 3: Evolution from Industry 3.0 to Industry 4.0

While data were generated by the machines of the late 20th century, it was difficult to access. It was time
and resource consuming to process, and it was disconnected. Process Analytical Technologies (PATs) were
isolated, providing an additional non-linked data stream. There was a deficit of the skills requirements in
industry to turn all this data into knowledge. Therefore, control was limited.
On the journey to Industry 4.0, the value of data became more apparent. Software programmes were
developed to capture process data. These Data historians stored the information in a time series database
that could efficiently store data with minimal disk space and fast retrieval. Univariate data analytics became
more common place and machines became more automated.
Today the amounts of data being collected and stored is growing rapidly. The real change is in the sheer
volume of data that needs to be captured and processed to support ‘big data analytics’. This is being driven
by increased connectivity of devices and by the introduction of new sensors, as well as by greater awareness
of the value of capturing data. Data utilisation is increasing exponentially, and data is being used as a tool for
decision-making.
Now, Industry 4.0 connects the industrial internet of things (IIOT) with manufacturing techniques to enable
machines to work autonomously without the intervention of a human.
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Industry 4.0 to Pharma 4.0 – Smart manufacturing
How does Industry 4.0 relate to the pharmaceutical industry? The term Pharma 4.0 has been adopted by the
pharmaceutical industry but what is Pharma 4.0? Pharma 4.0 can mean different things to different people. It
can cover the entire supply chain. It can be in relation to personalised medicines, or in relation to predictive
maintenance. It can be real-time monitoring of a patient’s condition by the physician, and/or it can be Smart
Manufacturing.
Smart manufacturing is a broad category of manufacturing with the goal of optimising the manufacturing
process. Smart manufacturing is the process that employs computer controls, modelling, big data and other
automation to improve manufacturing efficiencies.
Smart manufacturing aims to take advantage of advanced information and manufacturing technologies to
enable flexibility in physical processes to address a dynamic and global market.
The Smart Manufacturing concept aligns with ICH Q8, Q9 & Q10 framework. It enables the adaptation of QbD
approach to process development and manufacturing. In order to develop a smart manufacturing process/
product it is imperative to understand the relationship between input raw materials, formulation, process
performance and product quality, and therefore increase process understanding.
The smart manufacturing approach requires innovative approaches to acquire data – what do we measure?
how do we measure it? The measured data are then aggregated and analysed. Data cleaning and Visualisation
are critical factors for the success of smart manufacturing. These data can then be turned into process
knowledge and the process knowledge turned into process control.
Within a Smart manufacturing platform, processes are robust, reproducible, flexible, scalable and transferable.

Image 1
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2.

Why Smart Manufacturing in Pharma?

The pharmaceutical industry is one of the most highly regulated industries in the world. So, is Smart
Manufacturing required, or is it an expensive luxury? According to Pharma Times now there were 702
pharmaceutical product recalls in the USA in 2018, almost 2 per day. Of these, the top 5 categories for the
recalls were manufacturing related. These top 5 categories accounted for 80% of all recalls. Many markets
publish the number of low stocks on any given day. An analysis of this data identifies ‘manufacturing issues’
to be the main contributor to the low stock levels, at approximately 80%.
These data confirm that there is room for improvement, and that smart manufacturing would improve both
quality and supply reliability for the world’s patient population which need these products to lead healthy
lives.
However, as the saying goes, ‘prevention is better than cure’, and therefore the most appropriate methodology
to the adaptation of the smart manufacturing platform is at the process development stage of a products
lifecycle. This strategy is in line with the FDA’s ‘Guidance for Industry, Process Validation: General Principles
and Practices’, which encourages greater process understanding at the process development stage (Stage I).

3.

Innopharma’s Journey to Smart Manufacturing

Innopharma Technology currently develops and implements tools for advanced (4.0) development and
manufacturing for powder and solids processes, including in-line real-time sensors, process machine and PAT
sensor data alignment and secure storage, data analytics/visualisation, and edge-deployed tools for process
logic development and automation with advanced dynamic control.
Innopharma’s journey began with the development of a suite of PAT sensors for small molecule final product
manufacturing. These technologies evolved over time with incremental improvements based on customer
feedback and industry surveys. In 2015 Innopharma began the development of their Smart Manufacturing
Technology Platform. This focused-on the fluid bed technologies of Fluid Bed Granulation (FBG) and Fluid Bed
Coating (FBC) and was called SmartFBx™.
SmartFBx is an accelerated development and advanced manufacturing platform for Fluid Bed Systems enabling
faster more systematic process development and a more robust automated approach to manufacturing. The
system aggregates Fluid Bed Process Data, PAT sensor data and other QC analytical or other relevant data
as required within a single vertical system. SmartFBx includes the integration of data analytics tools and
a module for automation using sophisticated process logic for advanced dynamic control. Selected Batch
specific data can also be transferred to EBR/MES, LIMS or other corporate information management and
compliance systems. SmartFBx is scalable and can be used to connect multiple new or existing Fluid Bed
Systems in development and manufacturing. The platform is suitable for Fluid Bed Granulation, Fluid Bed
Drying and Fluid Bed Coating (Wurster). A schematic of the system is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Smart FBx schematic

As well as a manufacturing workflow, a need exists in Lab Scale Process Development for more consistent,
reproducible and compliant execution of DOEs within a development workflow. Innopharma’s vision of
Intelligent Batch Manufacturing lends itself to addressing this need by providing workflows within a HMI to
facilitate a fully digitised Quality by Design (QbD) approach to design space definition and edge-of-failure
analysis through automated DOE execution. The automated collation, contextualisation, visualization and
sharing PAT and process data, results in a faster development process and can significantly reduce lead time
to market.
The technology provides process intelligence that helps users gain a specific understanding of their
manufacturing processes, how to control their sources of variability, or the impact of this variability through
powerful analytics and advanced dynamic process control.
The addition of such digital technology to lab scale FB systems adds value for customer by enabling faster
process development lead times and tech transfer thus enabling the customer to take a more Industry 4.0
approach to QbD and DoE.
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4.

RISK Reduction – Smart Manufacturing

While Smart FBx controls fluid bed technologies, the same architecture can be applied horizontally across
the other technology platforms associated with small molecule final product manufacturing. Sensors are
available that can be integrated with each stage of the manufacturing process to measure appropriate CQAs
as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: OSD Smart Manufacturing

The ultimate goal and total adaptation of smart manufacturing is to control each stage of the manufacturing
process and subsequently digitally connect each stage together on a product-by-product basis. However, this
is a marathon rather than a sprint. Manufacturing plants may adopt an iterative and incremental approach
on their smart manufacturing journey. Their approach should be based on risk to the patient, implementing
a strategy of reducing risk along the journey. The end of the journey will result in processes that are robust,
reproducible, flexible, scalable and transferable. This in turns translates into medicines that are safer and
more affordable.

5.

Knowledge management

Knowledge management may be defined as ‘efficient handling of information and resources within a
commercial organization’. It is no secret that in a paper-based world, knowledge management is an enormous
challenge. Batch manufacturing and testing information is filed away for a definitive time period before being
shredded. Numerous process development reports, from the initial development work, through product
lifecycle activities such as, raw material changes, investigations, process improvements etc are generated
and filed. Hard copy validation reports are generated and filed. While the hard copy material is available
in archives, document control systems and Managers’ offices, the knowledge typically resides with the
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individuals who generated the documents. Therefore, knowledge tends to be managed by a ‘Who do I need
to ask?’ approach rather than a systems-based approach. Employee retention becomes a major source of
knowledge management. However, employee retention has become an increasing challenge for employers as
we are currently in an employee-driven market, and this trend is likely to continue to accelerate as the world’s
economies continue to grow.
To compound this issue, many companies have manufacturing facilities in numerous countries around the
world. The same products may be manufactured at different locations supplying different markets. For these
companies, valuable information that should be shared across the network is also lost.
A huge opportunity to manage knowledge is achievable with the deployment of smart manufacturing across
a company’s network, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Knowledge Management Network

With Smart Systems integrated within the site network, large volumes of data generated can be converted
into information/knowledge for each batch manufactured. This knowledge can be accumulated on a batchby-batch basis which leads to greater overall process understanding, and in turn to better process control.
Better knowledge management will enhance the overall QMS. It will facilitate the generation of APQRs in a
timely manner, eliminating the need to trawl through reams of batch documentation. It will facilitate the
early detection of issues and lead to more efficient investigations. Not only can this knowledge be available
to the manufacturing site, it can also be available across the network. Many organisations have developed
central technical services groups supporting the entire network rather than local technical services groups
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supporting their own site. The success of this model is based on the ability to access and analyse all the
required data easily.
Smart manufacturing will lead to more reliable supply chain, reduced inventory, better quality, enhanced
safety and more affordable medicines for the world’s patient population.

6.

Conclusion

The main benefits of Smart Manufacturing are in the areas of productivity, quality and speed. Increased
productivity will be achieved through a higher level of automation that reduces production time. This in
turn enables better asset utilisation, better resource utilisation and better inventory management. Increased
quality is achieved through the continuous monitoring, in real time, of CQAs via sensors and the ability to
intervene in case of deviation from the norm in order to bring the process back in control. This in turn
eliminates time spent performing rework activities and also significantly reduces time spent on investigations.
From drug discovery to commercialisation, speed to market is a critical success factor for any business. Smart
manufacturing adds value for the customer by enabling faster process development time and tech transfer,
and can significantly reduce lead time to market.
Overall, Smart Manufacturing will lead to more reliable supply chain, reduced inventory, better quality,
enhanced safety and more affordable medicines for the world’s patient population. Therefore, Smart
Manufacturing plays a major role in enabling QRM & KM to realise safer and more affordable medicines for
patients in the 21st Century.
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